EcoStruxure Power Advisor

Delivers superior power and energy management to meet your toughest demands

Access power management data and expert analysis

EcoStruxure™ Power Advisor raises metering diagnostics from device based trouble-shooting to full system analysis. Built on Schneider Electric’s exclusive, patented technology, it ensures your Power Management Software system is in-tune and providing accurate data you can count on. Whether validating a newly expanded system or reviewing equipment that has been in place for years, our experts help you understand, correct and optimize your system based on recommendations from our advanced analytics engine.

Save time by letting our experts manage your power systems for you

Manage power quality, availability, and reliability

Optimize use of your electrical and infrastructure assets

Drive energy efficiency initiatives and improve financial performance

schneider-electric.us/ecostruxure-power-advisor
Power and energy intelligence at your fingertips

EcoStruxure Power Advisor Reports

Each run of EcoStruxure Power Advisor is accompanied by several reports. The Executive Summary gives an overview of the performance of your system, including a percentage score of correctly reporting and configured devices and a summary of the issues detected. The Detailed Report gives possible causes and actionable recommendations to address each of the issues detected. It also gives details on which devices are diagnosed with each potential issue.

Finally, the Comparison Report shows trending information and changes that happen within the system from run to run. Additionally, your technical support engineer has expert insights, reporting and knowledge to keep your time commitment as low as possible – allowing you to focus on your day to day operations.

Why use EcoStruxure Power Advisor?

There are many benefits to using EcoStruxure Power Advisor. With energy management becoming more and more important every day, and increasing regulations and standards, you are relying more heavily on the data from your EcoStruxure Power Management Software. However, inaccuracies or incorrect reporting may exist within the system, potentially leading to questionable investment decisions or an inability to reach certain certifications. EcoStruxure Power Advisor helps detect and correct errors in a Power Management Software system, thereby ensuring the correct data is used to measure against those standards.

Additionally, EcoStruxure Power Advisor is built on a secure, cloud hosted platform, meaning it’s easier than ever for our experts to proactively diagnose your site without the time or inconvenience of an on-site visit. EcoStruxure Power Advisor delivers new insights with each run, and therefore continues to bring added value for the duration of your system’s lifespan.